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The site of disruption of the bronchial epithelium
in asthmatic and non-asthmatic subjects

S Montefort, J A Roberts, R Beasley, S T Holgate, W R Roche

Abstract
Background Attention has recently
been focused on the basal cells of the
tracheobronchial epithelium as the
mechanism of anchorage of the tall
columnar cells, which themselves do not
appear to form hemidesmosomes with
the basement membrane of the epithe-
lium. Residual basal cells have been de-
scribed as remaining attached to the
basement membrane after epithelial
denudation. This led this group to for-
mulate the hypothesis that there may be
a potential plane of cleavage between the
basal cells and the overlying columnar
cell layer within the bronchial epi-
thelium, which becomes disrupted in
asthma.
Methods Bronchoalveolar lavage
samples were obtained during broncho-
scopy from eight patients with atopic
asthma and four normal controls.
Ultrathin sections of lavage cell pellets
were examined by electron microscopy
and the number of columnar and basal
cells found in each epithelial cell cluster
was counted. Cytocentrifuge prepara-
tions of the lavage samples from the
same subjects were also examined for
free epithelial cells and epithelial cell
clusters.
Results Electron microscopic examin-
ation of the cell pellets showed that basal
cells were present in very small numbers
in the epithelial clusters in all subjects
(mean 003 (SE 0O02)/cluster) and the
ratio of columnar cells to basal cells was
far greater than was encountered in the
intact bronchial epithelium (167 v 4). The
cytocentrifuge preparations showed an
increased number of epithelial cell clus-
ters and epithelial cells in the asthmatic
patients. Although these clusters were
similar in size in the two groups of
subjects (6-3 v 5-1 cellslcluster) the ratio
of free epithelial cells to cells within the
cluster was higher in the non-asthmatic
subjects.
Conclusions It is proposed that shed-
ding of epithelial cells occurs along a
suprabasal plane and that there is a
potential plane of cleavage between the
suprabasal and the basal cell layers,
which might be more vulnerable to the
various insults.

Shedding of the bronchial epithelium has

been long associated with bronchial asthma,
through necropsy' and sputum cytology
studies2 and, more recently, bronchial biopsy.3
These studies in the living patient have
allowed the investigation of the associations of
this phenomenon and recent studies have
indicated that correlations exist between
bronchial hyperresponsiveness and the epi-
thelial cell loss recovered by bronchoalveolar
lavage.4 Many hypotheses have been proposed
to explain this association, including exposure
of sensory nerve endings leading to reflex
secretion of bronchoconstrictor neuro-
peptides,5 loss of epithelial relaxant factors,6
and elaboration of endothelin,7 all of which
might cause bronchial smooth muscle contrac-
tion. Alternatively, the epithelial cell damage
might be merely a bystander effect of bronchial
inflammation. Epithelial cell adhesion, how-
ever, is generally held to be essential for
maintaining normal bronchial homeostasis
and destruction of the cohesive mechanisms to
have an important role in bronchial asthma.8

Various cell adhesion mechanisms are used
in the maintenance of the bronchial epithe-
lium, akin to those for other epithelia. The
bronchial epithelial cell layer is sealed by
apical tight junctions, while gap junctions and
desmosomes and other cell adhesion
molecules allow adhesion and communication
between the epithelial cells. Contact with the
basement membrane is maintained by
hemidesmosomes, focal contacts, and specific
receptors for components of the extracellular
matrix."' Studies of tracheal epithelium have
shown that the few ciliated and secretory
columnar epithelial cells that span the whole
epithelial thickness do not form junctional
attachments with the underlying epithelial
basement membrane. Rather, these cells
appear to be attached via desmosomes on their
basolateral surfaces to basal cells, which them-
selves then form hemidesmosomal contacts
with the basement membrane.'2 Thus this
respiratory epithelium is a truly stratified com-
plex epithelium. Comparative studies in the
range of mammalian species have lent support
to this model; as the height of the tracheal
epithelium increases there is a proportionate
increase in the number of basal cells and in
their content of intracellular filaments, sugges-
ting that the basal cells provide the necessary
anchorage for the overlying columnar cells.'2-17
A study of the bronchial epithelium in

asthma, based on biopsy specimens obtained
via the rigid bronchoscope, has shown partial
epithelial cell denudation with residual basal
cells remaining attached to the underlying
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basement membrane.' Similarly, smoke
damage of ovine bronchial epithelium results
in shedding of columnar epithelial cells, again
leaving the basal cells still attached to the
basement membrane.'8 Similar findings have
been reported in fatal bronchial asthma.'9
Taken together, these findings indicate a

potential plane of cleavage in the bronchial
epithelium between the basal cells and the
overlying columnar epithelial cells. This may
be due to a difference in the cell adhesion
mechanisms at this site or may reflect directed
cell injury inflicted by eosinophils, smoke, etc.
Either mechanism might result in the shed-
ding of columnar epithelial cells into the
bronchial lumen.
To investigate the potential site of epithelial

damage in asthma we have examined bron-
chial lavage specimens, by light and electron
microscopy, to determine the extent and pat-
tern of bronchial epithelial cell shedding and
the ratio of columnar cells to basal cells.

Methods
SUBJECTS
We studied eight male atopic asthmatic volun-
teers (mean (SE) age 21-9 (0-81) years) and four
symptomless normal, healthy male control
subjects (32-8 (3-22) years) (table). The
inclusion criteria for the asthmatic subjects
were: minimum baseline FEV, 70% predicted
for subject's age and height (mean 98-1%), a
concentration of histamine causing a 20% fall
in FEVy from baseline (PC20) below 8
(geometric mean 0-91, range 0-03-7-2) mg/ml,
and a positive skin weal response to one or more
of the common allergens Dermatophagoides
pteronyssinus, mixed grass pollen, and cat
dander (Bencard, Brentford, Middlesex). The
normal controls had no past history of asthma,
a baseline ofFEV, greater than 70% predicted,
and a PC20 of more than 8 (geometric mean

43-12, range 16-64) mg/ml, and were non-

atopic. All volunteers were non-smokers and
did not have any history of a respiratory tract
infection within the eight weeks before the
bronchoscopy.

The study, which conformed to the Declara-
tion of Helsinki, was approved by the com-
bined Southampton hospitals and the univer-
sity ethical subcommittee. Informed consent
was obtained from all subjects.

STUDY DESIGN
Subjects attended the laboratory on two
occasions separated by five days. On the first
visit skinprick testing with common allergens
and measurements of FEV, (best of three
attempts) and PC20 were performed by a tech-
nique adapted from that of Chai et al,20 as

described previously.2'
On the second visit fibreoptic bronchoscopy

was undertaken provided that FEVy was above
70% predicted. Bronchoscopy was carried out
according to the guidelines outlined by the
American Thoracic Society.22 The broncho-
scopy procedure has been described by us

previously.2' The bronchoscope was wedged in
the posterior division of the right upper lobe.
Fifty millilitres of warm sterile 0-9% sodium
chloride were instilled into the right upper lobe
segment, after which the subject was instructed
to take two breaths from residual volume to
total lung capacity. The fluid was then aspirated
through the suction channel of the broncho-
scope with 50 mm Hg negative pressure,
collected in chilled suction traps, and held at
4°C. On completion of the procedure subjects
were observed for three hours and further
nebulised salbutamol was given. Each
specimen was assigned an alphanumerical code
and the clinical and physiological data were not
revealed to the observers interpreting the
specimens.

SAMPLE PROCESSING
The lavage fluid was homogenised by gentle
shaking, the volume measured, and 200 cells
counted in a haemocytometer with the use of
phase contrast optics. The lavage was not
sieved through gauze so as to prevent loss of
epithelial cell clusters. May-Grunwald-
Giemsa stained cytocentrifuge preparations
(Cytospin, Shandon Southern, Runcorn) were

Characteristics of asthmatic and control subjects

Subjects

Normal control Asthmatic

Mean (range) Mean (range)
Age (years) 32-7 (27-42) 21-9 (19-28)
FEV, (% predicted) 104-7 (91-122) 98-1 (73-120)
PC20 (mg/ml, geometric mean) 42-9 (16-64) 0 91 (0-03-7-2)
Data from electron microscopic examination of clusters in lavage fluid

Median (range) Median (range)
Number of:

Epithelial cell clusters/subject 4-5 (3-9) 8 (1-22)
Cells/cluster 3-7 (2-8-6) 4-5 (3-11-7)
Basal cells/cluster 0 0 (0-0-2)

Datafrom examination of cytocentrifuge preparations
Median (range) Median (range) p

Number of:
Total epithelial cells/subject ( x 1000/ml) 11-5 (3-4-32-8) 47-2 (11-5-209-6) 0-048
Clusters/subject/ml 44 (17-109) 367 (49-713) 0-028
Cells/cluster 4-2 (3-8-8-3) 5-9 (3-7-10-3) NS

Ratio of free epithelial cells to cluster cells* 5-3 (3-6-6-9) 2-7 (1-1-5-3) 0-02

*Ratio of the number of free epithelial cells counted until 10 clusters seen to the number of cells in those 10 clusters.
FEV,-forced expiratory volume in one second; PC2c-provocative concentration of histamine causing a 20% fall in
FEVI.
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prepared and used for differential counting, and
also for counting free epithelial cells and epi-
thelial cell clusters as described below.
The cells from the remainder of the lavage

were pelleted at 250 g for five minutes.24 The
cell pellets were then fixed in 2-5% glutaralde-
hyde for two hours and then washed in 0-1 M
caccodylate-sucrose buffer overnight. The next

day the pellets were post-fixed in 2% osmium
tetroxide in caccodylate buffer for 20 minutes,
rinsed in millipored double distilled water,

stained in 2% uranyl acetate, and dehydrated
through graded alcohols. The sections were

then cleared in Histosol for 20 minutes, infil-
trated with 50 : 50 Histosol/Spurr resin for 30
minutes, and finally infiltrated in 100% Spurr
overnight. The cells were embedded in Spurr
in a small tube, spun, and polymerised at 600 C
for 16 hours. Thin sections were mounted on

uncoated copper grids and were examined with
a Hitachi H7000 microscope (Hitachi, Tokyo).

ASSESSMENT OF EPITHELIAL CELL CLUSTERS
The electronmicroscopy grids were examined
by one observer (SM) at a magnification of
x 1000. Micrographs were prepared of each
epithelial cell cluster representing two epi-
thelial cells or more identified in each entire
section. Single epithelial cells were not
included. The electron micrographs were then
examined by a separate observer (WRR) with-
out knowledge of the source of the specimen to
identify any basal cells still attached to the
epithelial clusters. The basal cells, when
present, were identified as small pyramidal cells
that do not reach the luminal surface of the
epithelial cluster with scanty, moderately elec-
tron dense cytoplasm.25 The number of colum-
nar cells in the clusters was also counted.
The cytocentrifuge preparation sections

were examined by the same blinded observer

Figure I Some of the epithelial clusters seen in bronchoalveolar lavage pellets, made up
solely of columnar cells.

with a Leitz Ortholux 2 microscope (Ernst
Leitz, Wetzler, Germany). The epithelial cells
in the cytocentifuge sample were expressed as a
percentage of the total nucleated cell count and
this was corrected to yield epithelial cells per
millilitre. The May-Grunwald-Giesma cyto-
spin preparations were then re-examined and
the number of free epithelial cells and clusters
were counted until 10 epithelial cell clusters
had been observed. The number of cells form-
ing the 10 clusters was also counted. The total
number of clusters per millilitre of lavage
sample was then calculated.

DATA ANALYSIS
The difference in number of epithelial cells,
clusters/ml of lavage fluid, composition of the
clusters, and ratio of free epithelial cells and
cells in the clusters in the asthmatic and control
groups as seen in the cytocentrifuge prepara-
tions were compared by the Mann-Whitney
U test.

Results
Electron microscopic examination of the cell
pellets from both groups of subjects (table)
showed that most epithelial cell clusters were
devoid of basal cells (fig 1), and except for one
subject there was no more than one basal cell
adherent to any cluster. The ratio between the
number of columnar cells and basal cells per
cluster was significantly different from the ratio
of these cells in intact bronchial epithelium-
167 columnar cells: 1 basal cell in clusters as
opposed to about 4 columnar cells to 1 basal cell
observed in intact epithelium.26 The inferior
aspect of each cluster was uneven as if from an
"unzipping" of the columnar epithelium from
the basal cell layer. We also noted that the
columnar cells in the clumps were generally
intact, confirming that the break from the basal
cell layer occurred at the cell to cell junction
and was not due to tearing of the cytoplasmic
continuity of the cell itself.
We examined the cytocentrifuge samples as

these were more reliable for measuring the
numbers of free epithelial cells and epithelial
cell clusters (Table). As we have reported
previously,4 the number of total epithelial cells
both free and in clusters was significantly higher
in the asthmatic subjects than in the normal
controls (p = 0-048) and there was an inverse
correlation with the log PC20 histamine value.
The clusters were also significantly more
numerous in the lavage fluid from the asthmatic
subjects (p = 0-028), though the mean sizes of
the clusters in the two groups of subjects were
similar (6-3 v 5-1 cells/cluster, NS). There was
no correlation between the number of clusters/
ml of lavage fluid and the PC20 histamine of the
individual asthmatic subjects. Proportionally
more of the epithelial cells shed into the lavage
fluid from the asthmatic subjects were as
clusters rather than single cells. The ratio
between free epithelial cells counted until 10
clusters were seen and the cells within those 10
clusters was significantly different in the two
groups (p = 0-02).
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Figure 2 Wide plane of
cleavage seen between
basal cell layer and
overlying columnar cells
(arrows) in a bronchial
biopsy specimenfrom a
patient with asthma.

Discussion
We have shown that in bronchoalveolar lavage
fluid from both asthmatic and normal subjects
the epithelial cell clusters contain few basal
cells. This disruption ofthe epithelium appears
to occur at the suprabasal-basal cell layer
junction. This supports our hypothesis that
bronchial epithelial shedding occurs in a
suprabasal plane, probably as a result of a weak
line of adhesion along this plane. The excess of
free epithelial cells and clusters in the lavage
fluid from asthmatic subjects points to the
propensity of this site for injury in asthma.
Although there was no significant difference in
the size of clusters, we found a lower ratio of
free epithelial cells to cells per cluster in the
asthmatic subjects. This suggests that in
patients with asthma the basal cell-columnar
cell attachment is more prone to damage than
the columnar-columnar cell bond, as relatively
more columnar cells are shed in clusters than in
non-asthmatic subjects, where cells seem to be
shed more in an individual manner. Another
reasons for this finding could be that the
epithelial insults found in asthma are focused
on the presumably more vulnerable adhesive
mechanisms at this site, thus leading to shed-
ding of a whole cluster of the overlying colum-
nar cells, which are still stuck together. Figure
2 shows this wide plane of potential cleavage
between the basal and suprabasal cell layers in a
bronchial biopsy specimen taken from an asth-
matic patient. It is still unknown why the basal
cell-basement membrane adhesion seems to be
more resistant to damage, but this might be due
to adhesive mechanisms and their components
(such as hemidesmosomes), which are
exclusively found at this site and which may be
more resistant to whatever noxious injury is
causing the columnar cell layer to be shed.

The basal cell used to be thought of as a
progenitor cell in the bronchial epithelium but
this function has now been attributed to the
non-ciliated columnar cell.27 More recently, the
basal cell has been regarded by some as being
important in the adhesion of the bronchial
epithelium to the underlying basement mem-
brane."2-14 The lack of columnar cell hemi-
desmosomes would require some other mode of
adherence to their underlying basement mem-
brane.25 This may depend on desmosomal
attachment to basal cells, which in turn adhere
to the basement membrane via basal hemi-
desmosomes.

Extrapolation from these findings would sug-
gest that the site of adhesion between the
columnar cells and the underlying basal cells
may be an important target for cell damage in
the bronchial epithelium. Exposure of guinea
pig respiratory epithelium to eosinophil major
basic protein has been shown to induce detach-
ment of the columnar cells from the basal cell
layer while the basal cells maintain their con-
tact with the basement membrane. Higher
concentrations of major basic protein are
required to induce detachment of the basal
cells.28 This suggests that the basal cell attach-
ment to the basement membrane is more resis-
tant to attack by eosinophils than the adhesive
mechanisms that attach the columnar cells to
these basal cells. This is in keeping with our
findings that the epithelial cell clusters in lavage
fluid do not contain many basal cells. It would
also appear that the adherence between the
neighbouring columnar cells is more robust
than that between the columnar cells and basal
cells, as the columnar cell clusters of up to 30
cells remain intact after being shed into the
bronchial lumen.
We propose that there is a potential plane of

cleavage between the columnar cells and basal
cells that may be opened by toxic substances,
such as eosinophil major basic protein. This
has been previously found in sheep exposed to
cotton smoke'8 but other models, such as the
exposure of respiratory epithelium to EDTA,
have disrupted the entire epithelium.'7 We are
currently exploring the differences in the cell
adhesion mechanisms between the columnar
cells, the basal cells, and the underlying
basement membrane to define the molecular
basis of the vulnerability of the epithelium in
bronchial asthma.

SM is a Commonwealth scholar.
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